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Protection Level FunctionalitiesApplications

Features & Benefits
Brief Introduction 

The welded mesh fence from SKYHALL® is produced from low carbon steel wire with a welding 

strength of over 50%. The fence surface is pre hot dipped galvanized and then polyester powder 

coated to make the welded fence resistant to rust and corrosion.

Additional V-bending treatment is applied to increase the transverse strength of fence panels. This 

type of metal fence will be fixed by clamps and you will get full sets of accessories for fastening.

Proper bending brings a unique aesthetic to welded metal fencing. What makes it even more amazing 

is the wide choice of coating colors. Green, red and blue? Any color is available to achieve different 

projects' needs by better matching local surroundings.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

WELDED MESH FENCE 
(CLAMP TYPE)

Reliable Fences Deliver High Protection as 

Well as Delightful Aesthetics.



FITTINGS

PANEL HEIGHT PANEL WIDTH WIRE THICKNESS MESH SIZE POST SIZE POST THICKNESS TYPE

1630

1830

2030

2230

WELDED MESH FENCE (CLAMP TYPE)

PANEL POST

SURFACE TREATMENT
PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED + POLYESTER POWDER COATED ( RAL COLOR )
HEAVY DUTY HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED

2000
2200
2500

3.5
4.0
4.5
5.0

200*50
60*60
60*80

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

METAL CLAMP

PVC RAIN CAP

http//:www.skyhallfence.com

We make fence idea!

The way welded mesh fence is constructed means that it is hard for 

potential intruders to climb over. It’s also tough enough to fight against 

bad weather and some practical situations such as a ball hitting if 

installed in a park.

The welded mesh fencing can be erected on any surface quickly and 

easily. Besides, they can match various types of posts. This obviously 

means it is incredibly versatile and is suitable for several uses.

Usually, the welded mesh fencing comes with girds of  200mm*50mm 

which means you can see the inside views through the welded fence, 

thus distinguishing welded mesh fence from the dull solid fence.

Although all colors are available here for the welded mesh fence, we 

recommend the Dark Green of RAL6005, Jet Black of RAL9005 and 

Cream White of RAL9001 as reference colors.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    

+86 311 8610 2039

www.skyhallfence.com 050800

info@skyhallfence.com
22#A4, #2 YUANBOYUAN STREET,HI-TECH FREE ZONE,
ZHENGDING, HEBEI, CHINA

+86 132 3111 6517

Get to us via multiple ways

CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

DURABLE AND SAFE

HIGH VISIBILITY

EASY TO INSTALL

AVAILABLE COLORS

SKYHALL  Fence
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